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devices. It is important to integrate the mobile computing
technologyand the GIS technology in order to meet the
needs of LBS, which is considered one of the most
promising applications of GIS[10][13].

Abstract—Location Based Service (LBS) refers to class of
applications that provides services based on the current or a
known location. The location information can be obtained
through the mobile communication network or the Global
Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) [8]. But in all the cases
after extracting information we have to make an exhaustive
processing over this extracted geographic information. And
this exhaustive processing requires a significant amount of
time if it is performed by traditional techniques.
Artificial Intelligence, on the other hand, has been proven to
be useful in the interpretation of spatial resource information.
On of the artificial intelligence technique to support spatial
processing is artificial neural networks (ANNs). The recent
developments in ANN technology have made it more ofan
applied mathematical technique that has some similarities to
the human brain.
The integration of LBS with AIoffers a potential
mechanismto lower the analysis-time of spatial information.
One major advantage is that this integration allows the
interpretive result from a small area to be transferred to a
larger, geographically similar area.
The objective of this paper is to discuss about the relativity
of LBS services and Artificial Intelligence technologies and to
uncover the benefits of converging LBS and AI.

B. Applications of LBS Services
LBS is a concept that can be utilized widely. LBS can be
applied in public and safety industry, such as emergency
service in medical [9]; tracking industry[11], such as fleet
management; personalization information industry, such as
query the nearest restaurant; navigation industry, such as
digital map; payment and so on. It can be
particularlypowerful when combined with other user profile
information to offer personalized and location sensitive
responses to customer; this form is called the context aware
system. Following figure shows the different application
areas of LBS Services:

Index Terms—LBS, GIS, AI, ANNs.

I. LOCATION BASED SERVICES AND THEIR
APPLICATIONS
A. Location Based Services (LBS)
Location Based Services (LBSs) [16] provide a mean to
service the user request (or to provide the information to
user) depending upon the proximity of the user. The
proximity of user can be determined by using Global
Navigation Satellite System (GNSS), Geographic
Information System (GIS) and Wireless Communication
(WC) technologies.
LBS offer modern world the tool and technologies for
efficient management, continuous control and comfortable
management. More and more people involve LBS in their
industry and day to day life to better achieve their goals.
It employs accurate, real-time positioning to connect
users to points of interest and advises them of the current
conditions such as traffic and weather conditions, or
provides routing and tracking information using wireless

Fig. 1. Application areas of LBS services

II. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND ITS SUBFIELDS
There exists a number of conflicting definitions of AI.
One particularly useful definition, nevertheless, is provided
by Smith in reference [1]: “Artificial intelligence may be
regarded as an attempt to understand the processes of
perception and reasoning that underlie successful
problemsolving and to incorporate the results of this
research in effective computer programs,” However, this
definition does not answer purpose of current technological
development of Artificial Intelligence in location based
services.
Time being, we can consider the AI as a collection of
powerful and rigorous programming techniques studying
the nature of intelligence by building computer systems, and
the application of these concepts in solving real-world
problems. From this point of view we can say AI is seeking
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develop systems that attempt to mimic human intelligence
without claiming an understanding of the underlying
processes involved, means it is abstracting the underlying
information. Further to this, Artificial intelligence (AI) is a
branch of computer science that aims to simulate the
thought process of the human brain, commonly through the
use of software [3]. AI is the fundamental technology for
building expert systems. In artificial intelligence, the
scientists study reasoning and machines, and consider such
questions as whether a machine can properly be considered
to reason orthink, and what would count as a test for
reasoning (called its performance measure).

have to deal with spatial information and databases.
However, spatial information databases usage is limited,
especially for the systems where data are verydynamic and
need intelligent decision making support in thepresence of
some uncertainty. In [5][17][12][6] ithas been suggested
that neural networks and case-basedreasoning n be used for
modeling ecological systems.
A typical LBS system is a combination of GIS and ANNs.
In such an application GIS is used to develop spatial,
predictor drivers and perform spatial analysis on the results.
On the other hand AI is used to learn the patterns of
development in the region and test the predictive capacity of
the model. An agent-based distributed artificial intelligent
GIS paradigm is discussed by Wang [7]. He provided
Geoletbased DGIS prototype system to fully accommodate
distributed, heterogeneous and speedy development in
dynamic computing environments.

A. Subfields of AI
The growth in the areas of AI has been increased
significantly from the last decade. At present AI has
following main branches of research (new technologies are
being developed constantly):
1) Artificial neural networks (ANNs)– simulate the
working ofneurons in the brain,
2) Natural language processing (NLP)– aims to produce
computersystems that can understand, translate and
communicate inhuman languages,
3) Genetic Algorithms – solve problems by a loose
analogywith biological evolution by natural selection,
4) Knowledge based systems – encode human
expertknowledge in such a way a computer can reason
with it,
5) Case-based reasoning – simulates how humans
reasonfrom past experience,
6) Robotics – focuses on the construction of
intelligentrobots that adapt to their environment,
7) Vision – focuses on tasks such as face recognition.
Almost all the above mentioned technologies can make a
LBS service more sophisticated e.g.
• Using the NLP related tools the LBS becomes more
interactive , moreover physically disabled (like blind) can
also use the service
• Using Genetic Algorithm more complex spatial
information processing can be performed within
permissible amount of time with accuracy and rationally.
• Using Knowledge based system it will be easy to guide
the touristy effectively.
• Case based reasoning can utilize the experience factor to
design a tour.
• Robotics is the key technique to make the real time
location based services (RTLBS) possible.
• Using vision and related processing the LBS service can
guide the user more effectively.
• And at last but the most important technique, ANN is the
main contributing and promising technology from AI area
to LBS era. This is because in GIS(Geographical
Information System) ANN has always been used in some
form. So, in this paper our main concentration will
revolve around ANNs.

IV. RELATED WORK
Convergence of artificial intelligence with LBS in not
new, from several years there is a remarkable convergence
of AI and GIS (Geographical information System). And the
LBS in nothing but is an application of GIS. In fact AI and
GIS are mutually supportive technologies.On one end GIS
provides a wide range of applications where we can use the
technologies from AI era, while on the other hand AI
provide excellent tools for implementing GIS based projects
which requires high level of decision making and reasoning
and LBS is one such application.
Other factor that supports the convergence of LBS and AI
is the mathematical model of AI (especially neural network)
and LBS.
Neural Network, Fuzzy Logic and LBS Services
As discussed in [2] the two main properties required by
almost all GIS based application is classification and feature
extraction. In [2] discussion also has been made for
implementing these properties using the techniques of
Artificial Neural Networks. In [1] the discussion has been
made for demonstrating the usefulness of ANNs in
modeling spatial interaction and classifying spatial data. In
[4] a digital cartography has been discussed which was
mainly based on recognition of optical character using
artificial neural network.A number of spatial processing
applications based on fuzzy logic also have been discussed
in different literature. Apart from these simple projects, [15]
[19] discusses the land suitability analysis and land
transformation analysis using the spatial processing of GIS
and powerful reasoning of AI and ANNs.
In [18] a simple LBS system has been discussed devoted
to travel forecasting and transport planning in Boston
metropolitan area. The LBS system was designed to
quantify trips within the urban area through the
representation of the land usetransportation system
interaction.
In [14] a detail discussion over established parametric
methods (multiple regression and discriminant function
analysis) and artificial intelligence techniques (neural
networks and case-based reasoning) for use within a GIS

III. PRELIMINARIES
LBS based system are generally very complex because
they uses the GIS system. These systems require
sophisticated reasoning mechanism because these systems
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has been made. Predictive model[25][24] was a case-based
system relying on statistical parametric tests, neural network
rule extraction and expert advice/literature to justify its
indexing and weighting functions. With information from
all these techniques, expert knowledge use to determine the
most appropriate level and form of integration.
One other interesting GI application using ANNs was
discussed by Bares in [21]. In this paper AI and GIS are
combined to handle the existing non-linear relation between
the target variable (frost days) and the predictors (location
and elevation of the meteorological stations).
Al-Bastaki [23] utilized the concepts of neural network
and generic algorithms for compressing the GIS images and
also explained the algorithms for restoration from
compression(Fig. 1). His observations show that
compressibility of AI-based methods and the image
distortion depends on the number of clusters used in
adaptive neural network process. He also showed that the
adaptive neural network algorithms appear to give
extremely good performance for GIS image compression.

The last part i.e. Service Implementerprovide the service
to user as decided by the Information Analyzer part. It is
simply an application, so we will not discuss about this in
this paper.
The first part is purely based on GIS technology. The
second part can be implemented either using traditional GIS
retrieval system or it can be implemented using more
efficient and modern AI based retrieval systems.
Third part is initially was based on pure traditional GIS
technologies, now moving towards more featured ANNs
technology. ANNs provide an excellent support for
selecting approaches in spatial patterns which is also
somewhat more efficient with respect to processing time as
discussed in[21].
Further to this, ANNs can be used for predicting accuracy
and appropriateness of spatial modeling technique.
Moreover, other AI based processing techniques can also be
used to gain insight into importantspatial functions and
processes through rule extraction andfactor sensitivity tests.

VI. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LBS WITH AI
In LBS what we require is that we have to analyze the
spatial information for a particular pattern and extraction of
features from these spatial images. Depending upon the
analysis results and extracted features decision device takes
the designated decision.There exists a number of ways for
analysis on such method is based on threshold model
discussed in [20]. But as stated in [20] this model of
analysis is rigid as this model matches the spatial images
with standard defined images and then determines the
closeness with a particular situation according to the degree
of matching. So, it seems to be inefficient as well as time
consuming process. Moreover the decision making is also
not rational.
But now, after the evolution and advancements in AI we
can analyze the spatial information more effectively and
efficiently as compared to our threshold model. Decision
support systems, built to help humans make informed
decisions, are classic examples of where GIS can be
effectively coupled with reasoning techniques developed in
the AI community. AImethods have potential for better
implementation of prediction of the spatial variables
distribution which is required frequently in the LBS based
system.

Fig. 2 Block diagram of artificial neural network used by Al-Bastaki [23]
for compression and restoration of GIS image datasets.

V. AI IN LBS
As discussed in Section-I LBS services are a special class
of GIS based services that provide the user-services
(information) depending upon the current location of the
user. Following figure shows a typical structure of an LBS
service:

VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have seen that the convergence of AI and
LBS is not new. But still we require some more tools and
technologies to converge both these fields. First thing that
we must have is the transferring of information from GIS
based system to AI based system and vice versa. And at last,
we conclude that the convergence of AI and LBS open a
new era of technologies.

Fig. 3. Typical structure of a LBS system.

The first part i.e. GIS Database is devoted to store all
needed geographical information.
The second part i.e. Information Retrieval system is the
part that access the GIS database to fetch the needed
geographical information
The third part i.e. Information Analyzer is the decision
taking part of the LBS services and is devoted to analyze the
retrieved information for determining the user specific
information
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